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ABSTRACT 

Augmented (AR) and virtual reality (VR) technologies, 

highly driven by the video game industry, have recently 

reached a level of maturity enough to fulfil most of the 

utility sector needs. However, limitations exist but due to 

the fast pace of technological progress they are expected 

to be overcome soon. Also driven by the digitalization 

process, current being held in all organizations, possible 

application of these type of AR and VR are increasing 

every day. Overall, the market is growing fast and major 

utilities around the globe are currently developing and 

implementing AR pilots. 

Having in mind the fast-growing pace and upcoming 

importance of this technology on the utility sector, EDP 

Distribuição (EDPD), the main Portuguese DSO, recently 

launched its first AR initiative after conducting an analysis 

on the internal possible application opportunities. 

This paper aims to share EDPD’s entire journey 

throughout the experimentation, study and implementation 

of AR/VR technology applied to the energy sector. The 

paper starts by presenting the short AR pilot, then goes on 

detail by the internal analysis of identified opportunities 

and the correspondent CBA and finishes with the first 

results of the on-going pilot project. 

INTRODUCTION 

Augmented reality’s applications make it ideal for 

addressing some of the current challenges in the energy 

sector.  The use of augmented reality in the energy sector 

significantly speeds up work, facilitates knowledge 

transfer, and reduces costs. It enables technicians to view 

real-time information, access complete documentation, 

and receive instructions from a remote expert while on the 

job-site. While keeping both hands free for the repairs, 

field workers can visually see the positions of facilities and 

complex components, which reduces accidents or utility 

breakdown [1]. 

 

Latest studies show that already about 17% of all smart 

glasses shipments made in 2018 are for the energy and 

utilities sector (Figure 1). Moreover, the same study 

anticipates a total of $18 billion in AR market revenues for 

the energy and utilities sector by 2022 [1]. 

 

 
Figure 1 – Forecast of augmented reality headset shipped 

An external analysis demonstrated, in other utilities, 

benefits such as: reduction of costs, better working 

conditions and overall improved efficiency and 

effectiveness, particularly in training as well as 

maintenance and repair. Functional requirement 

guidelines, IoT technology, aging skilled workers, lower 

costs of smart glasses, universal platforms, and more 

content will drive the fast adoption of AR technology. 

However, barriers are also there, such as regulatory 

requirements, safety and health concerns, wireless 

connections and mobile data coverage, cultural aspects, 

operation management, security, and integration with 

existing infrastructure [1]. 

 

With already proven benefits on the utility sector, by the 

adoption of AR, EDPD fully committed to test this 

technology, conducted, in middle 2017, a simple on-site 

test of remote technical assistance using AR technology 

(Figure 2). 

 

 
Figure 2 – Remote Assist Use Case conducted by EDPD 

This was the easiest and fastest implementation use case 

possible, with almost no development and customization 

required as most of AR equipment and software is already 
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prepared to enable this type of interaction as a standard 

feature. The main objective of this test was to evaluate the 

field workers and support engineers’ expectations, interest 

and degree of acceptance to this new technology before 

proceeding to more complex and widespread 

implementations. 

OPPORTUNITIES INTERNAL ANALYSYS 

Having received positive feedback from the previous filed 

test and benefiting from an existing partnership with Nova 

School of Business and Economics (part of University 

Nova of Lisbon), EDPD challenged a group of grad 

students, as a part of their final business class project, to 

conduct a business analysis of augmented reality 

opportunities in EDPD. The goal of this project was to 

investigate if AR technology can potentially add value to 

EDPD’s business. More precisely, the aim is to analyse 

why AR is an opportunity and how the technology can 

improve the value creation processes with a focus on 

operation and maintenance as well as training. 

 

To do it so, an internal analysis was conducted to EDPD’s 

core activities to find where AR could be a solution. To 

perform the internal analysis, the team resorted to data 

research, interviews and accompany operational teams on 

their daily activities. As knowing the activities and their 

obstacles is key to find out the best AR the purpose of this 

analysis was to collect insights on the following topics: 

• Identification of the main activities and tasks 

performed by each team; 

• Understanding the process and stakeholders 

involved on each task and how they interact; 

• Collect potential AR use cases that can be applied 

to the respective team based on the interviewee 

understanding of the potential use of the 

technology; 

 

From the analysis, the team suggested an extensive list of 

135 activities that could benefit from the use of AR. After 

evaluating all the possible application all together the 135 

possible applications where narrowed down to the 21 most 

relevant use cases (14 related with maintenance and 

operation activities and 7 related with training).  Although 

there are 21 possible use cases they can be group out on 7 

final main use cases divided by type of application. The 7 

types of use cases are described on Table 1. 

 
Table 1 – Brief description of the 7 final main use cases 

Use Case Brief description 

Communicator Communicate remotely by real-time 

video streaming and add layers of 

information and drawings to support field 

workers 

Instructor Workflow guidance to perform equipment 

maintenance or network maneuvers with 

voice recognition features 

Collaborator Access to equipment manuals, equipment 

repair sheets or videos, schemes of 

substations electrifications or other 

general data 

Informer Real-time SCADA data access 

overlapped with reality, e.g. voltages, 

currents, temperatures or equipment 

alarms and locations 

Recorder Collect evidences on the field through 

pictures and voice to text that 

automatically will be uploaded on the 

system 

Simulator Display virtual equipment for trainees to 

understand its components and relevant 

information required to work with it with 

a step-by-step guidance on how to execute 

maintenance activity (useful to evaluation 

workers performance) 

Teacher Learn by watching and following videos 

of people performing the same task 

 

To assess the potential of the 14 use cases related with 

maintenance and operation activities an evaluation 

framework was created. In sum, the use cases were ranked 

according with their ease of implementation and their 

organizational impact (Figure 3). On Figure 3 the different 

shapes represent different end user operational teams and 

the symbols inside the shapes refer to the 7 use cases 

application type subdivision. 

 

 
Figure 3 – The 14 maintenance and operation use case 

evaluation under the defined framework 

This analysis highlighted the use cases with the higher 

impact on the organization as well as ones easier to 

implement. The top three use cases were the 

Communicator, the Recorder and the Instructor (see Table 

1). Interestingly, all use cases work best with the same 

operational team. These use cases improve the efficiency 

and systematization on the overall processes by saving 

travel time and costs, reducing or eliminating the need of 

back-office post processing and facilitating data collection 

procedures, as they are done automatically and performed 
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much quicker with updated or real-time information. 

Cost Benefit Analysis 

The Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) was made for the top 

three use cases mentioned previously. As AR technology 

is very recent, a conservative approach was taken, but with 

the current pace of technology development, the 

equipment costs and software development could decrease 

significantly on the upcoming years. 

 

On the CBA for present value cost and benefits (PVCB) 

calculation in addition to the Actual Scenario (AS) a 

Worst-Case Scenario (WCS) and Best-Case Scenario 

(BCS) were also considered. In Table 2 are described the 

assumption made for each scenario and in Figure 4 are 

shown the CBA results. For the CBA, a 5-year period was 

considered. 

 
Table 2 – Used scenarios for PVCB calculation 

 
Avoided Trips of 

Field Experts 

[%] 

Time Savings [%] 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

WCS 40% 40% 5% 10% 5% 10% 50% 

AS 60% 60% 20% 30% 10% 20% 90% 

BCS 80% 80% 40% 50% 20% 50% 95% 

(1) on problem identification 

(2) on data collection 
(3) on field reporting 

(4) on back office post processing 

(5) on phone calls with dispatch centre 

 

 
Figure 4 – PVCB results for the three considered scenarios 

The selected use cases revealed a considerable positive 

impact of AR on EDPD’s business even under the most 

theoretical negative assumptions. The CBA reveals a 

present value of cost and benefits of about 735 k€ for a 5-

year period. This confirms the tremendous positive impact 

of AR on EDPD’s business. 

 

Although the expected benefits arising from the AR 

project for the selected use case significantly outweigh the 

costs, for this paper is still important to show the project 

initial costs on every component (CAPEX and OPEX). For 

example, the cost of hardware devices accounts for 61% of 

expected CAPEX (Figure 5), nearly half of the operational 

costs are personnel costs related with system management 

and the remaining represent maintenance costs of 

hardware and software (Figure 6). 

 

 
Figure 5 – Estimated capital expenditure on the first year 

 

 
Figure 6 – Estimated operational expenditure on the first year 

Overall, this analysis is based on reasonable and business-

oriented assumptions based on estimations. It is important 

to note, that these estimates are very conservative. 

 

A sensitive analysis is necessary to hedge against changes 

in critical variables of the CBA equation. This is crucial 

due to the assumptive character of variables. The critical 

variables analyzed were the time savings, project duration, 

hardware costs and software costs. Moreover, a scenario 

analysis demonstrates that the project’s outcome depends 

heavily on the selected input values. The conclusion of the 

internal analysis was that a pilot was necessary to verify 

the assumptions and to test the working hypothesis and 

assess more precisely how AR can add value to EDPD’s 

business.  

 

Ultimately, the internal analysis also provided EDPD some 

insight on how to successful implement an AR project and 

how to mitigate expected future challenge. 
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AUGMENTED REALITY APPLICATION 

With such encouraging results, the search for the right 

technological partner began shortly after. The objective 

was to develop an “Assisted Reality” platform to serve as 

the base for EDPD’s first efforts on the field and to support 

future AR initiatives. 

 

Leveraging from the fact that AR is a current trend in 

software development it was relatively easy to find 

multiple interest partners. After consulting multiple 

companies, EDPD established a partnership with Fujitsu 

Portugal, as they presented the best fitted solution for the 

pilot project (Figure 7). The solution supplied by Fujitsu 

Portugal was the most complete and flexible one and had 

the highest ease of implementation. That allows EDPD to 

validate the internal analysis assumptions and results with 

relatively ease. 

 

 
Figure 7 – Fujitsu Portugal solution features 

The solution supplied allow us to field test 5 final main use 

cases from the previous 7 identified (Communicator, 

Instructor, Collaborator, Recorder and Teacher). Although 

EDPD wanted to maintain the Assisted Reality platform as 

agnostic as possible to current AR devices technology and 

enable it to work with any connected device (smart glass, 

smartphone, table), two pairs of smart glasses from 

different vendor were acquired (Vuzix M300 and Glass 

EE). With these devices EDPD can assess the degree of 

acceptance by the field workers and evaluate the 

equipment performance on real work environment 

conditions. 

 

The first stage of the project is already in progress with the 

implementation of the Communicator (real-time video 

assistance with the capability to add layers of information 

and drawings to support field workers – Figure 8) and 

Collaborator (access to equipment manuals, repair sheets, 

videos, etc.) use cases as these ones are ready to use basic 

functionalities of the platform provided by Fujitsu 

Portugal and smart glasses equipment for short term 

results. 

 

 
Figure 8 – Real-time remote assistance example 

The project second stage, implementation of Instructor, 

Recorder and Teacher use cases, is already in progress but 

content needs to be created in advance. Here the 

implementation complexity increases but so does the 

expected benefits. The adopted platform gives EDPD the 

ability and flexibility to create their own workflows using 

a simple, function block based programming language 

(Figure 9).  

 

 
Figure 9 – Workflow development platform 

On the devices instruction appear like shown on Figure 10 

and can be activated by voice commands.  

 

 
Figure 10 – Example of instruction created with the workflow 

development platform 
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The created workflows will assist field workers on repair 

and maintenance activities as well as helping them to 

collect evidences on damage assessment tasks. Beyond the 

clear benefits inherent to the use of a hands-free equipment 

to aid in operational activities there are also major benefits 

related to the systematization and digitalization of some 

processes. In addition to the workflow design capabilities, 

the adopted platform also allows EDPD to customize the 

workflows inputs and outputs in compliance with current 

EPDD’s asset management platforms and regulatory 

requirements easing assets data access and reporting. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Augmented and virtual reality is a hot topic among utilities 

as several of them already implemented successfully their 

first pilot projects. Technology is still relatively new and 

still need some improvement as current limitations prevent 

large scale roll outs on the energy utility sector. But as any 

other technology AR and VR are going through an 

exponential growing phase with still an enormous 

potential yet to be explored.  

 

EDPD is only launching their first initiatives on this area 

now but the expectations are high. Although it is too early 

to assess the pilot results the received feedback is already 

very positive as field users claim immediate benefits on 

using smart glasses to aid on equipments maintenance and 

in hands free real-time remote assistance. 

 

Although this project has just started, EDPD is already 

looking forward to extend the use of AR into enhanced 

costumer experience territory and equipment fault 

detection by combining AR with visual recognition 

software. In these new areas of application, some use cases 

have been already defined. 

 

Finally, the pilot project shown in this paper will take place 

throughout this year with the objective of building know-

how on AR but mainly to validate the paper presented 

CBA results and assumptions. 
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